LS1130 MultiWash

4 CH

TECHNICAL DATA
Panels/Output:
LEDs per panel:
Arrangement:
Optics:

1 panel, 1085 lm
126x10mm 1-chip 300mW
54 red 36 green 36 blue

Primary, 30 degrees

DIM Modulation: ABAM Bit-Angle Mod.
DMX Control:
4 Channels
IP Rating:

20 (indoor)

AC requirement: 90-250 V~ 50-60Hz
Max. Power:
42.8W
Dimension
Weight:

324.0 x 322.0 x 97.5mm
WxHxD (with bracket)
2.9kg net

Connectors
Conveniently located
at the bottom side.

A display, 3 buttons
and one rotary control
are located in the back
of the all-metal, roadproof enclosure.

Reflector
Concentrating the
light beam for better
effciency.

Honeycomb
Louver
Smoothening the
perceived color output,
the louver improves
the cosmetic appearance dramatically.

Switch Mode
Power Supply
Delivers constant
brightness regardless
of AC quality.
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The MultiWash © LS1130 is a medium-power RGB LED light source and complements the
popular MultiSpot in applications where wider area coverage is needed. To compensate for
the loss of brightness when emitting at bigger dispersion angle, the MultiWash is equipped
with 10mm medium-power (0.3W) LEDs which are arranged in clusters with additional
dispersion control by a customized reflector per cluster. The unique honeycomb louver, the
unparalleled ease of use and the road-proof all-metal construction can be found with the
MultiWash © LS1130 just as with all members of the Multi series.
RGB LED panel with 126×300mW ultra-bright LEDs (Red: 54 Green: 36 Blue: 36)
30 degrees dispersion angle
Polished reflector for optimized light output
UCO © (uniform color output) technology with honeycomb louver
Optical-grade PC protection sheet for LEDs
3-Button + Rotary Control user interface with 3-Digit LED Display (lockable)
Potentiometer serves as dimmer in Fixed Color mode, and as speed control in AUTO mode
(with selectable sound-to-light function)
Wide-gain sound-to-light circuit with AGC
Fixed Color Mode with 19 Color Presets
Automatic Mode with 17 programs (fade/switch/strobe)
Master/slave operation for fixed color and automatic modes
DMX Mode based on 4-channel control scheme (R/G/B/master+strobe)
Internal DMX termination resistor (activated by DIP switch)
Display-off function can turn the display off automatically
after 30 seconds (activated by DIP switch)
Wide-range switch mode power supply
Fan-less convection cooling
Sturdy all-metal cabinet design
M6 safety lug mounting point
Rugged metal split-style bracket for
hanging or floor-standing operation, with
slots for cable ties
Matching flight for 4pcs. available
Case
CE/ROHS/FCC/ETL compliant
(for 4 pcs., optional)
THINK GREEN

LESS POWER. MORE LIFE.

www.multiform-lighting.com
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Interface

